The aim of OAFS is to showcase the exciting fieldwork carried out by Oxford’s archaeologists while setting up an interface between excavators and the University’s wealth of specialists. OAFS is a forum for discourse among the Institute, RLAHA, Classics, Continuing Education, the Oriental Institute, the History Faculty and everyone interested in archaeological fieldwork, including undergrads, postgrads, postdocs, and faculty.

**When:** Wednesdays at 5pm. **Where:** Microsoft Teams.

**Seminars will be followed by an informal conversation over an optional (BYO) drink.**

**Hilary Term 2021**

Week 1: 
20 January
Dr Miles Russell (Bournemouth)
*Digging the Durotriges: Bronze Age–Post-Roman Life and Death in Dorset.*

Week 2: 
27 January
Sydney Stewart Rose (Oxford)
*Digging in our Collections: the Case for Not Doing Fieldwork.*

Week 3: 
3 February
Jessica Dunham (Oxford)
*Reused Objects, Recycled Data: How a Fresh Look at Secondary Excavation Data can Redefine our Understanding of Roman Object Reuse in 5th-7th century England.*

Week 4: 
10 February
Dr Dominik Maschek (Oxford)
*The Siege of Fregellae (125 BCE): Battlefield Archaeology in the Territory of Ceprano and Arce (Lazio).*

Week 5: 
17 February
Paula Larsson (Oxford)
*Uncomfortable Oxford: Excavating Memory and Meaning in Oxford’s Built Environment.*

Week 6: 
24 February
Edward Shepherd (Birkbeck)
*Calais Wold 275 and its Animal Stories: a Whole-Archive Approach.*

Week 7: 
3 March
Dr Wendy Morrison (Chilterns Conservation Board)
*‘Too Marvelous for Words’: Excavating a Scattered Hoard in a Pandemic.*

Week 8: 
10 March
Amy Talbot (Arcus Consultancy Services Ltd.)
*Seeing Red: a Bloody Nightmare of Menstruation while on Archaeological Fieldwork and How to Improve Working Practices.*

Convenors: Beth Hodgett and Clifford Sofield

If you would like to present your fieldwork at OAFS, please email either of the convenors: beth.hodgett@prm.ox.ac.uk and clifford.sofield@arch.ox.ac.uk.